We study the Toeplitz operators T f X H 2 3 H 2 , for f P L I , on a class of spaces H 2 which includes, among many other examples, the Hardy and Bergman spaces as well as the Fock space. We investigate the space X of those elements f P L I with lim j jjT f À T fj jj 0 where f j is a sequence of vector-valued trigonometric polynomials whose coefficients are radial functions. For these T f we obtain explicit descriptions of their essential spectra. Moreover, we show that f P X, whenever T f is compact, and characterize these functions in a simple and straightforward way. Finally, we determine those f P L I where T f is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
Introduction
Let T n fz 1 Y F F F Y z n P C n X jz k j 1Y k 1Y F F F Y ng and consider the normalized Haar measure d9 on T n . For z z 1 Y F F F Y z n P C n and m m 1 Y F F F Y m n P Z n , k k 1 Y F F F Y k n P Z n we use the following notation. Put z m n j1 z m j j . We write r Á z r 1 z 1 Y F F F Y r n z n if r r 1 Y F F F Y r n . Furthermore we put z r Á expi9 if z j r j e i9 j and 9 9 1 Y F F F Y 9 n . Finally, we define jmj jm 1 j F F F jm n j.
Let " be a bounded positive measure on R n with supp " interior of R n T Y and consider, for f Y g X C n 3 C, hf Y gi f r Á expi9gr Á expi9d9d"rY jjf jj 2 hf Y f i p X
We only deal with those " which are such that all polynomials on C n are elements of L 2 d9 d". (This is always satisfied if " has compact support.) Let H 2 " be the closure of the subspace of all polynomials in L 2 d9 d". H 2 " may be interpreted as a space of holomorphic functions where (2) d"r n j1 r j 1 0Y1 n rd!r. Here H 2 " can be identified with the Bergman space on the polydisc D n ( [5, 6, 11] ), i.e.
where! is the Lebesgue measure on C n . (3) " 1YFFFY1 (Dirac measure at 1Y F F F Y 1 ). Here H 2 " yields the classical Hardy space on the polydisc D n ( [6, 11] ), i.e.
Àk f k # k where # k is a product of measures of the preceding kind and the f k P L 1 d# k are non-negative.
It is one of our goals to give a unifying approach to these and to similar examples.
Clearly, jjT f jj jjf jj I . However, equality does not hold in general. A function f X C n 3 C is called radial if f r Á expi9 f r for all r Á expi9 P C n . f is called angular if f r Á expi9 f expi9 whenever r Á expi9 P C n n f0g. Put, for k P Z n ,
Note that any f P L I d9 d" has a Fourier series expansion kPZ n F k Á $ k , where the Fourier coefficients F k are radial functions. Here
This series converges, for fixed r, " À aXeX in the L 2 d9-sense. Using the dominated convergence theorem we see that the series converges to f in
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g is a complete ON-system for H 2 ". For h lPZ n l e l P H 2 " put P j h jlj`j l e l Y j P Z , in particular, P 0 0. 
In particular, for radial F ,
Proof. By definition of T f we obtain
Using the Fourier expansion of f and the fact that
we derive the first assertion. The second equation follows from the first one by putting l m.
The spaces X and X c
Let lH 2 " be the space of all bounded linear operators on H 2 " and k & lH 2 " the space of all compact operators. Moreover let q X lH 2 " 3 lH 2 "ak be the quotient map and define ( X L I 3
Recall that lH 2 " is the dual Banach space for the trace class operators on H 2 ". With respect to this duality, lH 2 " is the bidual of k ( [7] ).
Functions of the form jkj j F k $ k for some integer j and radial L I -functions F k will be called L I d"-valued trigonometric polynomials. Now we introduce our main objects of study. wolfgang lusky
We have X c & X . Note, X c contains all L I d"-valued trigonometric polynomials. So there are many discontinuous functions which are elements of X c (and hence of X ), for example all radial L I -functions. The most important property of X is the following: If T f is compact then f is always an element of X (by definition of X ). If n 1 we give an explicit description of the maximal ideal space of the C Ã Àalgebra generated by fqT f X f P X g, which turns out to be commutative under some restrictions on " (Theorem 5.3.). In particular we describe jjqT f jj and determine the essential spectrum of T f for f P X (Corollary 5.4.). Finally, for arbitrary n, we characterize those f P X where T f is compact and those f P L I where T f is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (section 6).
Lemma. (a)
Let f Y f j P L I such that lim j jjf À f j jj 2 0 and sup j jjf j jj I`I . Then, for any h P H 2 ", we have lim j T f j h T f h. Furthermore, T f w Ã À lim j T f j with respect to the w Ã -topology on lH 2 ". (b) Assume that, for f j Y f P L I , lim j jjqT f À qT f j jj 0 and lim j T f j h T f hY h P H 2 ". Then there is a sequence of convex combinations g k of f j such that lim k jjT f À T g k jj 0.
Proof. (a) Fix h P H 2 " and take, for b 0,h P L I with jjh Àhjj 2 . We have
We obtain lim j jjT f j h À T f hjj 2 0 since was arbitrary. For the second part of (a) let T be a trace class operator on H 2 " with complete ON-systems f k Y g l and singular numbers ! k such that
Then according to the duality on lH 2 " ( [7] ),
(b) We find K j P k with lim j jjT f À T f j K j jj 0. Since T f j 3 T f in the strong operator topology, applying the basis projections P k , we obtain lim j jjT f À T f j P k jj 0 for all k. Moreover lim j jjT f À T f j P k K j P k jj 0, so lim j jjK j hjj 2 0 for all h P H 2 ". We infer, as in (a), that K j 3 0 weakly since k Ã is the space of all trace class operators. By Mazur's theorem ( [2] ) there is a suitable sequence H k b k ja k ! jYk K j of convex combinations of K j with lim k jjH k jj 0 and a k 3 I. Denote the corresponding convex combinations of the f j by g k . We conclude
, apply ' j to the function f z w f wz for fixed z P C n and w P C).
Then we obtain jjf jj p jjf ! jj p if p 2 or p I. Let T P l. Frequently, we make use of the fact that
(b) Let À j w be the Fejer kernel with
Extending the preceding notation we define, for h P H 2 " and w P T, This implies jjT ' j f jj jjT f jj. Moreover, if h P id À P j H 2 " then h ! P id À P j H 2 " for any ! P T n . Hence the preceding yields jjT ' j f id À P j jj jjT f id À P j jj for any j from which we infer jjqT ' j f jj jjqT f jj.
Then clearly, Y & X . Conversely, let f P X and let f j be L I d"-valued trigonometric polynomials with lim j jjqT f À qT f j jj 0. We obtain easily lim k jjf j À ' k f j jj I 0 for each j. Fix b 0 and j with jjqT f Àf j jj a3 and find k j with jjf j À ' k f j jj I a3 for all k ! k j . We conclude, using Lemma 2.2.(b),
In view of Lemma 2.1. we find suitable convex combinations g j of the ' k f such that lim k jjT f À T g k jj 0. This yields the first part of the proposition. Finally, a 3Àproof as before now shows that even
Conditions on the measure "
Before we come to the main results in sections 4 and 5 we dicuss moment conditions on " which are needed in the proofs lateron. Here we restrict ourselves to the case of n 1. So let " be a measure on R . 
With c the right-hand side tends to 1 À 1 À k as m 3 I. Since was arbitrary we obtain (I).
The algebra generated by q(X
Here we study q(X & lH 2 "ak. Again, let n 1. At first we show 4.1. Proposition. Let " satisfy (I) and (II). Then for any radial F and kY l P Z we have
Proof. Let h lPZ l e l P H 2 ". Then, in view of Proposition 1.2.,
mÀk e m X We obtain
So, for j P Z and the basis projections P j (section 1), toeplitz operators on generalized bergman hardy spaces 103
(Here we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.) In view of condition (I) the right-hand side tends to 0 as j 3 I. This implies T F $ k À T F T $ k P k. Similarly we obtain
(For the latter estimate we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.) The righthand side tends to 0 as j 3 I according to condition (II). We obtain
Remark. Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.1. and the fact that fqT f X f a L I d")-valued trigonometric polynomial} is dense in q(X .
The functions È u f
Here we want to characterize the maximal ideal space of the algebra generated by q(X . Throughout this section let n 1 and let " satisfy (I) and (II) .
Let
. Let u be a free ultrafilter on Z . The limit along u will be denoted by lim mYu . Put, for z expi9 P T,
(e) Let a sup supp " a can be I. Assume that lim r3a f r Á expi9 exists a.e. on T. Then
Since the unit ball of L I d9 is w Ã -sequentially compact we find a sequence
. This proves (a) and (b). The remaining assertions are straightforward.
hT f e mÀk Y e m iY k P ZX
In particular lim mYu
Proof. We have, with Proposition 1.2.,
The first result follows by applying (I) and (II) (with l k). Finally, we obtain for any j P Z ,
Since jjqT f jj inf j jjT f id À P j jj we infer the second result.
If È u f P L I d9 can be represented by a continuous function, we shall always identify È u f with its continuous representative. For a commutative Banach algebra A let Spec(A) be the the maximal ideal space. Finally, let a be the closed subalgebra of lH 2 "ak generated by q(X . 5.3. Theorem. For any f P X the function È u f is continuous. Moreover, Spec(a q (j X fÈ u Ázj X X z P TY u a free ultrafilter on Z gX Proof. (a): At first, a few introductory remarks. Let Y closed span of f$ k X k P Zg & L I X Then, in view of the Weierstrass theorem, Y can be identified with CT, the continuous functions on T. By Proposition 4.1. q(Y is a commutative C Ã -algebra. Put b closed subalgebra of lH 2 " generated by fT F X F radialgX According to Proposition 1.2., b is a commutative C Ã Àalgebra which consists of multipliers, i.e. if T P b then there is a bounded sequence a k with
The definition of a and Proposition 4.1. imply a qb q(Y X We have Spec(aj qb Spec(qb and Spec(aj q(Y Spec(q(Y X Put fÈ u Ázj X X z P TY u a free ultrafilter on Z gX (b): Now let É P Spec(a. For radial F P L I and k P Z we obtain, by Proposition 4.1.,
Hence there is z P T such that É q (j Y is the Dirac functional z . Moreover É qj b P Spec(b and É qj k 0. This implies, for any T P b and j P Z , ÉqP j T 0. Hence there is a free ultrafilter u on Z with É qj b w Ã À lim kYu È k and therefore Éq(
(c): Conversely, let u be a free ultrafilter on Z . Then there is É P Spec(a) with É qj b w Ã À lim mYu È m . Hence, for radial F , ÉqT F È u F . Since É P Spec(a) there exists some z P T with ÉqT f f z È u f z if f P Y . We have
if z P T and ! P T. So, using Lemma 2.2.(a) and Proposition 4.1., we obtain, for any w P T, an elementÉ P Speca withÉqT f È u f w if f is a L I d"Àvalued trigonometric polynomial.
(d): (b) and (c) imply that Spec(a q ( and coincide on the L I d"-valued trigonometric polynomials. Now let f P X and let f j be a sequence of L I d"-valued trigonometric polynomials with lim j jjqT f À qT f j jj 0. Since a is a commutative C Ã -algebra we conclude toeplitz operators on generalized bergman hardy spaces 107
(b) and (c) yield jjqT f j À qT f k jj sup u jjÈ u f j À È u f k jj I X This implies that, for any u, È u f j j is a jj Á jj I -Cauchy sequence of trigonometric polynomials on T. Let È lim j È u f j . According to the second assertion of Lemma 5.2., the Fourier coefficients of È coincide with those of È u f . Hence È u f È. In particular È u f is continuous. Finally, with (b) and (c), Spec(a q (j X and coincide.
For T P lH 2 " let ' ess T be the spectrum of qT in lH 2 "ak.
Moreover, jjqT f jj sup u jjÈ u f jj I .
In particular, T f is a Fredholm operator if and only if È u f z T 0 for all z P T and all free ultrafilters u. Proof. If f is angular and continuous on T then f P X and È u f f . Hence ' ess T f f T and jjf jj I jjqT f jj jjT f jj. Now let f P L I be arbitrarily angular. Then ' j f 3 f a.e. on T ( [10] ). Moreover, all ' j f are angular and continuous on T. We obtain, in view of Lemma 2.2., jjf jj I lim sup j jj' j f jj I lim sup j jjqT ' j f jj jjqT f jj jjT f jj jjf jj I Y hence equality.
Compact Toeplitz operators
Now, again, let n be an arbitrary positive integer. Throughout this section let Now we determine those f among the elements of X where T f is compact. Recall that f P X whenever f P L I and T f is compact. For other conditions which characterize compact Toeplitz operators on the Bergman and on the Fock space see [8, 9] .
Example. Let " 1 1 0Y1 d! 1 and " 2 1 (! the Lebesgue measure on R ). It follows from the maximum principle that H 2 " 1 and H 2 " 2 are isomorphic and can be identified as sets of holomorphic functions. There are many non-trivial compact Toeplitz operators on H 2 " 1 , for example T F with F r 1 0Y1a2 r. On the other hand, in view of Corollary 5.5., the only compact Toeplitz operator on H 2 " 2 is the zero operator.
toeplitz operators on generalized bergman hardy spaces 109 6.3. Corollary. Let n 1 and let " satisfy (I) and (II). If T f is compact then all T F k are compact.
